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And here is Djwhal Khul’s latest Spirituality Article:
(Channeling begins)
Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. We are going to begin with New Energy for a new beginning, or New Energy for a New
Year. That will be our second Saturday in the month, in January when we do our monthly teleseminar. So the second Saturday in January we’ll have a live class, also put on recording,
transcript, etc. So, many ways to enjoy that if you want the more in-depth version.
Basically the number 2008 as a year corresponds to a 1 and as we begin New Year’s Day, we are
going to have 1/1/1 and the power of that 1-1-1 is symbolizing incoming energies of the Holy
Trinity so New Year’s Day is extremely powerful. It’s a time to line up body, mind and spirit or
any other thing that you see as a Trinity of Consciousness. And I would encourage you to start
thinking now about “What do I want about 1-1-1, what do I want my New Year’s Day to really
reflect?” And 2008 in general is “New Beginnings”. And the idea of that particular configuration
and all of the other things that are happening now astrologically and energetically, etc., is that we
co-create in 2008 based upon Future Awareness.
In other words our new beginnings are made with Future Awareness; where we want to go rather
than looking backward and repeating history. So particularly New Year’s Day is an extremely
profound day.
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Start setting it up ahead of time and if you get this message afterward, just roll back in time, roll
where you are moving backward to midnight, at the very beginning of New Year’s Day and set your
intent specifically on where you want to go and what is your specific Holy Trinity that you are
manifesting: body-mind-spirit or personality-soul-monad. Perhaps, you are balancing your
spirituality with your earth practicality and your eternal spirit. There is some significance for you
specifically in that Holy Trinity in that configuration.
All right then. Let us focus on the Divine Center of Truth; we work on the Divine Center of Truth
and just invoke those words, Divine Center of Truth. As you feel that energy, it should be in your
awareness that that is a place within. It should pull you in to someplace in your own consciousness
or in your own body even.
“Divine Center of Consciousness”
Just saying the words actually invokes it. Every time that you reinforce that “Divine Center of
Consciousness” it will become more accessible to you. It grows larger. It becomes more powerful
because you are focusing on it. Also very important to have in the year 2008.
All right everyone. That is your Spirituality Article for this particular week. I hope you have
enjoyed the short teaching and as always, thank you and my love to you.
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